GRANITE LANDSCAPE: an installation

by Jesús Bautista Moroles

Granite Landscape, Jesús Bautista Moroles' installation at the Fred Jones Jr. Museum of Art, provides somewhat of a dilemma for viewers in a museum setting. The stone's rough textures and smoothly polished surfaces cry out to be touched, yet this is an environment where tactile experiences are usually off limits. But here is an exception, because Moroles desires viewers to interact with his sculptures by caressing, rolling, rocking, and "playing" their notched, xylophone-like edges. By doing so, our hands release the life force from the granite in much the same way Moroles frees the form which he believes is inherent in the stone by cutting, tearing, grinding and polishing it with tools. Moroles speaks with reverence about his granite medium, and feels that it
chose him rather than vice versa. He refers to the hard stone as if it were alive, saying that when he visits the quarry to pick out his materials, certain pieces of granite "speak" to him, beckoning him to take them home, although it may be several years before they reveal their secrets to him. In this manner, Moroles is aligned with many ancient cultures which have attributed great powers—from magical energies to fertility and healing—to stones. While modern society has largely distanced itself from such beliefs in the forces of nature, Moroles' work seems to speak of the necessity of establishing a direct connection between human beings and the earth.

Growing up in the Texas coastal town of Corpus Christi, Moroles had the opportunity to develop a deep affinity with nature. After studying art—first in northern Texas and then in Italy—Moroles came home to be near the ocean, and now produces his monumental works in a studio/factory in Rockport, Texas. So it is not surprising that the forces of water play a large role in his work. Water is even involved
in the production of Moroles' granite pieces, since the stone is bathed in water as it is cut with diamond-bit saws. Using natural materials (water and diamonds) along with man-made force to create the sculptures is in keeping with Moroles' intention to show man and nature working together in his work—thus the juxtaposition of the naturally rough surfaces with highly polished ones.

For Moroles, the central path in *Grass Landscape* represents a river whose granite banks have been eroded by the movement of water. As one enters the landscape through the massive portal, you step into this "river" and climb along the terraced banks, weaving between individual sculptures varying in size and shape from upright rectangular monoliths to low-lying curvilinear forms. This is not a work to be experienced quickly. Linger in the landscape and listen to what the stones have to say to you.
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